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Memorandum for the Record 
Transportation Planning and Programming Committee of the 
Boston Region Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 
 
January 7, 2010 Meeting  
10:00 AM – 12:00 PM, State Transportation Building, Conference Room 4, 10 Park 
Plaza, Boston 
Clinton Bench, Chair, representing Jeffrey Mullan, Secretary and Chief Executive 
Officer, Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) 
 
Decisions 
The Transportation Planning and Programming Committee voted to take the following 
actions: 

• approve for recommendation to the MPO Amendment Two to the federal fiscal 
years (FFYs) 2010 – 2013 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 

• approve the work program for State Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011 Massport 
Technical Assistance 

• approve the minutes of the meeting of December 17  
 
Meeting Agenda 
 
1. Public Comments 
 
Members of the public made comments regarding the following projects:  
 
Medway – Route 109 
 
Paul G. Yourkis, Town of Medway, requested that the MPO program a project for the 
improvement of Route 109 in Medway in the TIP. He noted that the project is a main 
connector to Interstates 95 and 495 in the Metrowest region, and that the Medway portion 
of Route 109 is the only section of the road that has not yet been improved. He added that 
this section of the road has a high accident rate (triple the state average, according to a 
consultant’s report), poor drainage (impacting water quality flowing into tributaries to the 
Charles River), and poor mobility (particularly for pedestrians). He explained that the 
project has a $400,000 federal earmark and $300,000 allocated in the state bond bill for 
engineering and design, but that the proponents have not been able to get an earmark for 
construction because the project is not on the TIP. He distributed a letter from the 
Medway Board of Selectmen to the MPO, which references the project’s federal earmark. 
(See attached.) 
 
Members asked several questions about the project and had comments. 
 
In response to a question from Mary Pratt, Town of Hopkinton, P. Yourkis stated that the 
project cost estimate is roughly $9 million. M. Pratt alerted him that if the project cost 
rises to $10 million it would have to be listed in the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). 
She also stated that if the project is not a line item in the bond bill the funding is not 
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guaranteed. She suggested that the town might use some of its Chapter 90 funds to 
advance the project beyond the pre-25% design phase, or procure mitigation monies from 
businesses. She also noted that a MEPA review would have to be done due to the 
project’s potential impacts to the Charles River. 
 
David Koses, City of Newton, asked for more details on the project and asked if it is an 
expansion project. P. Yourkis explained that the project area encompasses the 
intersection of Route 109 (Main Street) to Holliston Street and 100 feet beyond at four 
intersections. The project will address safety issues (there are numerous pedestrian and 
vehicle accidents in the business district), substandard drainage, and congestion, he said. 
He also stated that no takings will be required. 
 
Eric Bourassa, Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), inquired about whether the 
proponents had been in contact with MassDOT District 3. P. Yourkis replied 
affirmatively and praised Arthur Frost and Ann Sullivan, both of District 3, for the way 
they have worked with the town on this project. He stated that they have reviewed and 
approved the project and believe it is ready. 
 
David Anderson, MassDOT Highway, provided information to the proponents about the 
MassDOT project review process. Proponents must first submit a Project Need Form 
(PNF) and Project Information Form (PIF). After the Project Review Committee (PRC) 
approves the project, the proponents procure a designer. 
 
Thomas Kadzis, City of Boston, noted that there are many construction earmarks for  
projects in Massachusetts that are not on the TIP. He raised the issue of whether the U.S. 
Department of Transportation has changed the rules of the earmarks. 
 
C. Bench stated that MassDOT will look into the project’s funding status in the state 
bond bill and clarify its status in the MassDOT Highway system. The project will be 
discussed again at the next meeting. He advised P. Yourkis and Tom Holder, Town of 
Medway Department of Public Works, of the staff members with whom they should be 
communicating regarding this project. 
 
Hayes Morrison, MPO staff, stated that the project has not been approved by the PRC. 
She reported that the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has invited the 
proponents to contact Michael Chong, FHWA, to talk more about FHWA’s policies. 
FHWA would approve a TIP including the earmark for design if construction funds could 
be identified in the TIP or RTP, she said. 
 
Lynnfield and Wakefield – Improvements at Walnut Street and I-95 and Salem Street 
and Audubon Road and I-95 
 
Edward Marsteiner, National Development, thanked the MPO for supporting the 
Lynnfield and Wakefield – Improvements at Walnut Street and I-95 and Salem Street and 
Audubon Road and I-95 project in draft Amendment Two of the FFYs 2010 – 2013 TIP. 
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He said he expects that the project will be ready for bid in the next couple of weeks. 
William Gustus, Town of Lynnfield, added his thanks to the MPO members. 
 
M. Pratt noted that the MPO received a public comment, during the public review period 
for the TIP amendment, expressing concern about lighting at the intersection. E. 
Marsteiner expressed that the project proponents are aware of the commenters’ concerns 
and will work with them through the process. 
 
Ipswich – Route 1A/Route 133 
 
Kevin McHugh, Coneco Engineers and Scientists, provided an update on the Ipswich – 
Route 1A/Route 133 project. He reported that the design of the project is moving forward 
toward the 75% design phase. He requested the MPO’s support if funding becomes 
available in the future. The proponents are now addressing comments from the 25% 
submittal. 
 
2. Chair’s Report – Clinton Bench, MassDOT 
C. Bench reported that the MassDOT board of directors met on January 6. Information 
about the proceedings of the board meetings and Secretary Mullan’s remarks are 
available on the MassDOT website.  
 
The MassDOT board approved $100 million worth of bridge construction contracts for 
several bridges costing over $25 million: the Neponset River Bridge between Quincy and 
Dorchester, the Bates Bridge between Haverhill and Groveland, and the Gill-Montague 
Bridge between Turners Falls and Gill.  
 
For the vice chair, E. Bourassa reported that there will be a discussion of the MPO’s 
Clean Air and Mobility Program at an upcoming meeting. 
 
3. Subcommittee Chairs’ Reports 
Mary Ellen Sullivan, MPO staff, announced that a meeting of the Unified Planning Work 
Program (UPWP) Subcommittee is scheduled for January 21 after the Transportation 
Planning and Programming Committee meeting. 
 
4. Regional Transportation Advisory Council – Laura Wiener, Regional 
Transportation Advisory Council 
The Advisory Council submitted a comment to the MPO supporting the removal of the 
Foxborough – Pedestrian Bridge over Route 1 project from Amendment Two of the 
FFYs 2010 – 2013 TIP and supporting the MBTA’s program building windmills to 
power their facilities. 
 
The next Advisory Council meeting, scheduled for January 13, will include a discussion 
of the MPO’s Clean Air & Mobility Program. Secretary of Transportation Jeffrey Mullan 
will be talking with the Advisory Council at the February meeting.  
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5. Director’s Report – Arnie Soolman, Director, Central Transportation Planning Staff 
(CTPS) 
CTPS has held interviews for the position of the Manager of the Information Technology 
and Services Group, which is currently vacant. CTPS is preparing to make an offer to one 
of the candidates. If the candidate accepts the offer, a meeting of the Administration and 
Finance Subcommittee will be scheduled to discuss and recommend approval of the 
hiring. 
  
6. TIP Amendment – Hayes Morrison, MPO Staff 
Members were presented with the draft Amendment Two to the FFYs 2010 – 2013 TIP 
and the public comments that were sent to the MPO during the public review period for 
the amendment. (See attached TIP tables and comments.) 
 
H. Morrison summarized the four comments that were received (which are included and 
summarized in the attached comment matrix).  
 
A motion to approve Amendment Two to the FFYs 2010 – 2013 TIP was made by Paul 
Regan, MBTA Advisory Board, and seconded by M. Pratt. The motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
7. Work Program for Technical Assistance to Massport – Karl Quackenbush, 
Deputy Director, CTPS 
Members were presented with the work program for State Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011 
Massport Technical Assistance.  This work program is a continuation of a contractual 
relationship between Massport and the MPO and will cover work for the remainder of 
this state fiscal year and into the next. 
 
The largest task in the work program involves data collection and analysis activities, 
including the counting of passengers on public conveyances that travel to Logan Airport 
and that circulate around the airport. Other tasks involve travel modeling using CTPS’s 
Logan Ground Access Mode Choice Model (which predicts mode of choice of 
passengers), air quality-related analyses, and on-call services. 
 
Members asked questions and made comments: 
 
Airlines could have data on passenger origin, which could be used to enhance bus 
service to the airport. (M. Pratt) 
Massport does conduct passenger surveys. This work program enhances Massport’s data 
collection. (K. Quackenbush and Lourenço Dantas, Massport) 
 
What will the data collected in this study be used for? (Paul Regan, MBTA Advisory 
Board) 
The collection of bus ridership data will support on-going studies for improving bus 
service to the airport, consolidating shuttle service to serve passengers from the 
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Consolidated Rental Car Facility, and determining variation in ridership to terminals at 
different times of the day for planning routing systems at the airport. (L. Dantas) 
 
If the work program were not approved, would CTPS have extra personnel time 
available? (R. Reed) 
CTPS staff is fully employed whether this work program is approved or not. If this work 
program is approved, some other work for the state would be delayed. CTPS is not hiring 
additional staff for this project. (A. Soolman) Half of the staff hours for this work 
program are for temporary staff, which can increase and decrease as necessary. There is a 
very small amount of professional staff time for this project. (K. Quackenbush) 
 
Is the funding for this work program coming out of Massport’ operations and 
maintenance budget? (M. Pratt) 
It will come out of the general revenues that are not generated by aviation activities. (L. 
Dantas) 
 
A motion to approve the work program for State Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011 Massport 
Technical Assistance was made by M. Pratt, and seconded by John Romano, MassDOT 
Highway. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
8. Work Program for the Strategic Visioning for MBTA Bus Service – Karl 
Quackenbush, Deputy Director, CTPS 
Members were provided with the work program for Strategic Visioning for MBTA Bus 
Service. This work program is an extension of conceptual planning work that CTPS 
conducted previously on five of the MBTA’s key bus routes to determine the potential for 
traffic signal priority (TSP) and bus stop consolidation to improve the travel time of 
buses. The study identified several intersections that are candidates for TSP, including 
possible locations for queue jumps. 
 
This work program will examine three of those five routes – MBTA bus routes 111, 15, 
and 66 – to determine the feasibility of employing TSP strategies. The first task involves 
discussing strategies for TSP with community officials, including signal timing plans and 
characteristics of queue jumps; conducting further screening and prioritization of 
locations for TSP; and using specialized software to test strategies, such as green light 
extension, early green light, and queue jumps with early green lights for buses. The 
products resulting from these activities will include traffic signal designs for bus priority, 
and information on bus travel time benefits from TSP strategies, disbenefits to general 
traffic and side streets, parking space impacts, and queue jump characteristics. The 
second task will include study of an additional set of routes if funding and time permits. 
 
Experience in North America has shown that TSP strategies do provide intended travel 
time benefits, and that the disbenefits have been relatively small (such as taking green 
light time from side streets).  
 
Members asked questions and made comments. 
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Will there be a multi-modal analysis of impacts? Changes to signals may impact 
pedestrians, and buses using queue jumps may conflict with bicyclists and pedestrians. 
(Jim Gallagher, MAPC) 
Staff, as usual, will give full consideration to bicyclists and pedestrians, when doing this 
study. (K. Quackenbush) 
 
Can the existing signals handle new TSP equipment? (J. Gallagher) 
That information (such as whether the existing equipment can be retrofitted) will be 
determined when staff has discussions with community engineers. (K. Quackenbush and 
Efi Pagitsas, MPO staff) 
 
How were the key bus routes selected for the first task of the work program? How will the 
routes be selected for the second task? (Thomas Bent, City of Somerville) 
The key routes were selected by the MBTA, which is the client for this work program. 
Route 66 is of particular interest to the MBTA. (K. Quackenbush) The routes were 
selected as part of an MBTA reliability initiative. (C. Bench) Federal stimulus funding is 
being put toward route improvements. (J. Cosgrove) 
 
Will the members be informed of which routes are included in the second task of the work 
program? (T. Bent) 
Yes, a list of the routes will be provided. (J. Cosgrove) 
 
In future memorandums, please describe the bus routes. (L. Wiener) 
Members and staff then outlined the beginning and end points of the routes. 
 
If there are not already intelligent transportation systems (ITS) on the ground, would 
camera technology be used for queue jumps? Will staff work with the Boston Traffic 
Management Center on this work program? (M. Pratt) 
The TSP technologies differ; some use optical technology and others use loop detectors 
in the ground. This question will be discussed with communities, but it is not part of the 
work program to recommend which of the technologies to use. Yes, staff will work with 
the cities and other communities. (K. Quackenbush) 
 
Was a similar study done for the Arborway? Were the recommendations from the 
Arborway study implemented? (Christine Stickney, Town of Braintree) 
Yes, a couple of years ago there was a study that looked at signal coordination and TSP 
on a section of the Arborway corridor. (K. Quackenbush) The study showed that the 
section of the Arborway, on which MBTA bus route #39 runs, was not a good candidate 
for TSP. CTPS developed other recommendations and there was an extensive community 
process resulting in the community agreeing to accept some of those recommendations 
and eliminate some bus stops. (J. Cosgrove and T. Kadzis) 
 
How would the improvements recommended from the study be funded? Does the MBTA 
have funding for this work? (D. Koses) 
There is funding from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) for 
improvements to MBTA key routes. (J. Cosgrove) With a new jobs bill underway, there 
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are indications about the possibility of a second stimulus, which could provide more 
funding. (C. Bench) 
 
Members did not to take action on this work program today. 
 
Prior to moving on to the next agenda item, C. Bench and John Romano, MassDOT 
Highway, announced the upcoming series of MassDOT community forums, which are 
related to and in addition to the current YouMove Massachusetts campaign. The next 
meeting will be held in Framingham (specific location to be determined) on January 26 
from 6-7:30 PM. The following meeting will be on February 2 at the State Transportation 
Building. Meetings generally will be on the first and third Tuesday’s of the month. MPO 
staff will be asked to help announce meetings on MPOinfo. 
 
9. Meeting Minutes – Pam Wolfe, Manager, Certification Activities, MPO Staff 
A motion to approve the minutes of the meeting of December 17 was made by M. Pratt, 
and seconded by T. Bent. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
10. Briefing on Security Planning in the Region – Maureen Kelly, MPO Staff  
Members were provided with a memorandum that describes the security planning work 
related to transportation that is underway in the region; summarizes the MPO’s current 
involvement; and offers thoughts about how MPO resources could further support this 
work. Staff is reporting this information to the MPO members for their information when 
they consider security issues during the MPO’s planning processes in the future. 
 
There are a number of agencies and entities in the region that have developed, or are 
developing, plans that can be considered under the umbrella of all-hazards planning. All-
hazards planning is an approach defined by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
that is based on the idea that all levels of government and the private sector should be 
working together to prevent and respond to crises of any size or cause – whether they are 
from natural or man-made events.  
 
Staff provided information regarding the plans in Massachusetts that exist or are being 
developed, and the agencies that are responsible for them. These plans include a regional 
evacuation plan for the Metro Boston area, which incorporates a Traffic Management 
Plan – developed by the State Police and supported by MassDOT’s emergency plans – 
and the evacuation plans of the City of Boston. It will be consistent with the 
Commonwealth’s Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan. Other regional plans 
include natural hazard mitigation plans, which deal with the protection of critical 
infrastructure (identified by municipalities) from natural disasters, and homeland security 
plans, which also address man-made disasters. 
 
To this point, the MPO’s security planning work has involved programming funds for 
projects that improve the security of the transportation system. Last winter, the MPO 
voted to add a new element to the TIP evaluation criteria to highlight whether proposed 
projects would be beneficial in terms of improving infrastructure to better support 
emergency management and for conducting evacuations. Also, the MPO included a task 
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in the FFY 2010 UPWP for Emergency Evacuation and Hazard Mitigation Mapping, 
which will provide some initial information for evaluating projects for their security 
benefits. Staff is developing the work program for Emergency Evacuation and Hazard 
Mitigation Mapping and expects to bring it before MPO members soon. 
 
Other potential uses of the MPO’s resources to support all-hazard planning efforts are 
described in the memorandum. 
 
Members asked questions and made comments. 
 
For the TIP process, will communities that are aware of a security location be able to 
check that off on the Project Need Form (PNF) or Project Initiation Form (PIF), or will 
that information only be reviewed when it gets to the MPO? (C. Stickney) 
The MPO’s PIF does not include proponent provided information, but does have project 
ranking criteria, which now includes whether a project is on an emergency evacuation 
route. Staff would review projects to see whether they are located on an evacuation route 
or are necessary for emergency evacuation. Project proponents are encouraged to provide 
additional emergency management-related information as part of the narrative in the 
proponent provided information forms. (H. Morrison) 
 
The MPO should look at alternate evacuation routes to the main highways for 
redundancy in the event that a main highway goes out. The MPO should be able to check 
off whether projects are on alternate evacuation routes in the TIP evaluation. 
Consideration needs to be given to the possibility that a disaster could result in electronic 
communications systems being knocked out. (M. Pratt)  
The work program for Emergency Evacuation and Hazard Mitigation Mapping may 
provide information that could be used to identify alternative routes, a least in terms of 
planning for response to natural events (like flooding and storm surge). (M. Kelly) The 
MPO has additional resources, such as modeling resources, which could be applied to 
understand more about the evacuation and safety and security needs in the region. (P. 
Wolfe) 
 
Does the Transportation Security Administration have any guidelines or design 
guidelines on hardening transportation assets? (T. Kadzis) 
DHS does provide the National Infrastructure Protection Plan with sector-specific plans 
(transportation being one) and tools for agencies to use in assessing risk for transportation 
assets [and for planning to protect them]. Staff will look further into this topic. (M. Kelly) 
 
11. Members Items 
J. Cosgrove reported that the MBTA has two upcoming community meetings scheduled. 
A meeting regarding the design of the Orange Line – Assembly Square project will be 
held on January 12, and a meeting regarding the new stations on the Fairmount 
Commuter Rail Line will be held on January 20. 
 
P. Wolfe reported that the MPO has scheduled an Open House on January 20. Topics on 
the agenda are the MPO’s Clean Air and Mobility Program; updates on the TIP, UPWP, 
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and RTP; the Statewide Household Travel Survey; the Route 60 Mobility Study; and the 
MPO’s Community Transportation Technical Assistance Program. (See attached flyer.) 
 
C. Bench reported that on January 20 Secretary Mullan will be hosting the first meeting 
of the Health and Transportation Compact at the State Transportation Building. The 
Compact is a requirement of the transportation reform legislation. 
 
12. Adjourn 
A motion to adjourn and to convene the MPO meeting was made by P. Regan, and 
seconded by M. Pratt. The motion passed unanimously.
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Transportation Planning and Programming Committee Meeting Attendance 
Thursday, January 7, 2010, 10:00 AM

 
Member Agencies  Representatives and Alternates  
MassDOT   Clinton Bench 
MassDOT Highway  David Anderson 
    John Romano 
City of Boston   Thomas Kadzis 
City of Newton  David Koses 
City of Somerville  Thomas Bent 
MAPC    Eric Bourassa 

Jim Gallagher  
Massachusetts Port  Lourenço Dantas 
 Authority   
MBTA    Joe Cosgrove 
MBTA Advisory Board Paul Regan 
Regional Transportation Laura Wiener 
 Advisory Council   
Town of Bedford  Richard Reed 
Town of Braintree  Christine Stickney 
Town of Hopkinton  Mary Pratt 
 
    
 

 
MPO Staff/CTPS 
Mike Callahan 
Maureen Kelly 
Anne McGahan 
Hayes Morrison 
Efi Pagitsas 
Sean Pfalzer 
Karl Quackenbush 
Arnie Soolman 
Mary Ellen Sullivan 
Pam Wolfe 
 
Other Attendees 
Lynn Ahlgren MetroWest Regional Transit 

Authority 
Stan Franzeen VPSI 
Mark Guenard MassDOT 
William Gustus Town of Lynnfield 
Pamela Haznar MassDOT District 5 
Tom Holder Town of Medway 
Edward Marsteiner National Development 
Kevin McHugh Coneco Engineers and Scientists 
Sue McQuaid Neponset Valley Chamber of 

Commerce 
John McQueen Regional Transportation 

Advisory Council 
Steve Olanoff Regional Transportation 

Advisory Council 
Joe Onorato MassDOT District 4 
Doug Straus National Development 
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Paul G. Yourkis Town of Medway 
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